Allele-specific detection of single mRNA molecules in situ
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Abstract

We describe a method for fluorescent in situ identification of individual mRNA molecules, allowing quantitative and accurate measurements of allele-specific transcripts that differ by only a few nucleotides, in single cells. By using a combination of allele-specific and non-allele-specific probe libraries, we achieve over 95% detection accuracy. We investigate the allele-specific stochastic expression of the pluripotency factor Nanog in murine embryonic stem cells.

Within isogenic populations exposed to the same environment, individual cells can heterogeneously express genes. The phenotypic consequences1,2 can best be assessed by studying gene expression in individual cells, either grown in culture or within a tissue. Well suited for this task is single molecule fluorescent in situ hybridization (smFISH) methods that label individual mRNA molecules with multiple short oligonucleotides and detect them as diffraction limited spots3,4. Here, we extend the smFISH method to accurately detect allele-specific expression and to quantify expression of mRNA variants that differ by one or a few SNPs. We demonstrate that our method is more accurate and quantitative than recently developed single-cell, single-SNP specific techniques such as PCR5 and padlock-probe in situ detection6.

We accomplish allele-specific detection by using probes designed to contain one SNP or short INDEL (insertion/deletion polymorphism) that is specific for either the maternal or paternal allele (Fig. 1a, Online Methods, Supplementary Table 1). Multiple SNP-specific probes per gene increase accuracy. To demonstrate specificity of detection, we tested SNP-specific probes that distinguish between alleles derived from 129 and Castaneus mouse strains. Using known sequence information7, we designed a set of 29 oligonucleotides (20-
mers) specific to 29 SNPs between the two strains for Yipf6. We coupled the 129 probe set to Alexa 594 and the Castaneus probe set to Cy5. We pooled both probe sets and hybridized to embryonic stem cells expressing only the 129 allele (129/Y) or only the Castaneus allele (Cas/O). Bright, diffraction limited dots appear in the expected channel, demonstrating the specificity of the SNP-specific probes (Fig. 1b). The fraction of incorrectly identified spots that do not correspond to the expressed variant is low (Supplementary Fig. 1). When we hybridized the pooled probe sets to hybrid cells (129/Cas) expressing both transcript variants, non-colocalized spots are detected in both channels (Fig. 1b). These experiments indicate that the two transcript variants can be identified separately, with minimal cross-hybridization between the allele-specific probe sets.

The number of SNPs between transcript variants limits the number of allele-specific probes that can be designed (Supplementary Fig. 2). To extend our technique to genes with a low SNP count, we utilized a third probe library coupled to tetramethylrhodamine (TMR) that contains non-allele-specific “identification” probes complementary to both transcript variants. Here, the “identification” library is used to identify the three-dimensional positions of mRNA transcripts with high accuracy (Supplementary Figs. 3 and 4). At each position, allele-specific information is obtained by quantifying the relative intensities between the Cy5 and Alexa 594 channels (Supplementary Fig. 5 and Online Methods). A high percentage of independently detected Cy5 and A594 spots colocalize with the “identification” TMR spots, indicating that the majority of detected spots are real transcripts (Supplementary Fig. 6). To compute the correct assignment rate, we measured the relative intensity distributions in cell expressing only 129 or Castaneus transcripts. Using Rlim (13 allele-specific probes), the spots from cells expressing only Castaneus transcripts form a cloud along the Cy5 axis, while dots from cells expressing only 129 transcripts form a cloud along the Alexa 594 axis (Fig. 2a). For each spot in the 129/Cas hybrid cells (Supplementary Fig. 7), the correct assignment rate is determined by the local overlap in density between the distributions of known 129 and Castaneus transcripts (Online Methods). The allele-assignment confidence is greater than 95% for 82% of transcripts (Supplementary Fig. 8). Using our allele-assignment algorithm (Online Methods), the average correct assignment rate can be as high as 99.9% for Fat1 (39 probes) (Fig. 2b). Spot finding algorithms that do not include information from the “identification” probe set have lower correct assignment rates (Fig. 2b) and also detect a lower proportion of dots (Supplementary Fig. 9). Another way to quantify assignment quality is by evaluating the precision-recall curve, which for Rlim, shows a recall of more than 95% for a precision of 95% (Supplementary Fig. 10). In order to investigate the relationship between probe number and accuracy, we performed experiments using subsets of the 13 allele-specific probes for Rlim (Supplementary Fig. 11). We show that even when using only a single probe, the correct assignment rate can be as high as 84%.

Our procedure works through a competition effect, as only a single probe can attach to a complimentary binding site on each mRNA molecule (Supplementary Note). This is demonstrated by the lack of cross-hybridization in experiments that include both allele-specific probe libraries, as opposed to experiments that include only a single allele-specific library that does not correspond to the expressed allele (Supplementary Fig. 12). The presence of a single SNP-difference is enough to thermodynamically disfavor the binding of an incorrect probe compared to the correct probe (Supplementary Table 2, Online Methods).

We used our technique to quantify allele-specific Nanog mRNA expression in single, hybrid murine embryonic stem cells grown in serum-only and 2i media (Fig. 2c). To correct for the small false assignment rate in allele-specific detection, we computed the maximum likelihood of the total number of transcripts taking into account the assignment confidence.
for individual dots (Supplementary Fig. 13, **Online Methods**). The majority of cells biallelically express *Nanog* under both 2i and serum conditions, but a small proportion of cells exhibit monoallelic expression. While the median mRNA amount increases from 221 to 288 transcripts per cell for serum to 2i growth conditions ($P = 4.9 \times 10^{-11}$, Wilcoxon rank sum test), the proportion of monoallelically expressing cells, defined as a transcript ratio ≥10, remains similar ($P = 0.60$, $\chi^2$ test). This increase in *Nanog* level is due to a correlated accumulation from both alleles in single cells, instead of a switch from monoallelic to biallelic expression, as has been previously suggested\(^{11}\).

In addition to counting mRNA exons, we can also assay nascent transcription by counting the number of transcription sites\(^{12}\). We designed both allele-specific and identification probe sets for *Nanog* introns, yielding bright dots corresponding to transcription sites (Supplementary Fig. 14). Quantification yields strong allele-specific signals and transcription site counts within the expected range (Supplementary Fig. 15). Cells grown under 2i conditions have a higher proportion of biallelic bursting, defined as the presence of nascent transcription from both alleles, as compared to cells grown in serum ($P = 1.4 \times 10^{-5}$, $\chi^2$ test, Fig. 2d), even though cells grown under both conditions have similar proportions of biallelic expression at the exonic level. The proportion of biallelic cells is larger at the exonic level than the intronic level. This phenomenon can be explained by a model in which the bursting rate is faster than transcript degradation\(^{13}\). To confirm that monoallelic expression does not follow the presence of only one transcription site, we counted the number of processed transcripts together with transcription sites in single cells and show that exons are expressed at high levels even when an allele is not bursting (Fig. 2e). We did this by utilizing the intronic identification probe set in the Atto 488 channel, along with the exonic identification set in the TMR channel and exonic allele-specific probe sets in the Alexa 594 and Cy5 channels.

A bursting model cannot explain the presence of a small proportion of monoallelic cells expressing exclusively the Casteneous allele under both serum and 2i conditions (Supplementary Fig. 16). One possible explanation for this monoallelic expression is that cells are spontaneously losing chromosomes in culture. In order to test whether aneuploidy results in monoallelic expression, we performed allele-specific smFISH for *Chd4* together with *Nanog* in the same cells (Supplementary Fig. 17), as both genes are located on chromosome 6. To perform dual-gene allele-specific smFISH, we utilized separate identification channels for *Nanog* (Atto 488) and *Chd4* (TMR), but used the same channel for both *Nanog* and *Chd4* 129 allele-specific probe sets (Alexa 594) and similarly for the *Nanog* and *Chd4* Cas-specific probe sets (Cy5). This dual-gene allele-specific assay slightly decreases the correct assignment rate for *Nanog* as compared to a single gene assay, as the allele-specific probe sets for both genes are in the same channel (Supplementary Fig. 18). We found that aneuploidy cannot explain all occurrences of monoallelic expression, as not all cells that monoallelically express *Nanog* are also allelically biased for *Chd4* expression (Fig. 2f).

Compared to existing single-cell SNP-specific techniques, our method is more accurate in allele-specific assignment of transcripts. Padlock probes\(^{6}\) can only assign 15% of transcripts using one SNP, while our technique can assign 97% of transcripts using 12 SNPs. PCR based techniques\(^{5}\) are limited by the efficiency of reverse transcription, which is estimated to be on the order of 50%\(^{14}\). We hope that our new method will provide novel opportunities to answer basic biological questions on allelic expression and increase our understanding of allelic regulation in diseases.

---
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ONLINE METHODS

Cell Culture

For allele-specific studies in single cells, we used the female mouse ES cell line 2-1, which is a F1 hybrid line derived from a cross between a Mus musculus castaneus male with a Mus musculus domesticus 129 female. For the control that only expresses the 129 variants of Yipf6 and Rnf12, we utilized the V6.5 line. Similarly, for the control expressing only the Castaneus variants, we utilized a subline of 2-1 that has lost the 129 X chromosome. Cells were cultured in Knockout DMEM containing 15% FCS, LIF, L-glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin, non-essential amino acids and 0.1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol. For growth under 2i condition, we added the inhibitors 1 µM PD0325901 and 3 µM CHIR99021. For propagation and correct assignment rate experiments (Figs. 1 and 2a,b), we passaged the cells on gelatin with feeders. For the serum and 2i conditions (Fig. 2c–f), we passaged the cells four times on gelatin without feeders. To prepare the cells for imaging, we trypsinized for 5 minutes, fixed for 10 minutes in 4% formaldehyde 1xPBS, washed twice with 1xPBS and then stored in 70% Ethanol. We did not detect any mycoplasma using dapi staining during imaging.

SNP-specific probe design

SNP and INDEL sites between 129S1/SvImJ and CAST/EiJ were identified using a previous large scale sequencing study. For Nanog, we confirmed SNP and INDEL sites using Sanger sequencing. For each SNP or INDEL, we designed all potential 20mer probes in which the polymorphism was at least 5 base pairs from the probe edge. For INDELS, the shorter probe was designed to be 20 oligonucleotides. We then filtered all the probes for GC content (in between 35% and 65%) and for off-target BLAST hits. If multiple probes fit these parameter regimes, we choose the probes with the SNP located furthest from the edge and GC content closest to 45%. Probes were ordered from Biosearch Technologies with an amino 3’-modification. We coupled the probes to amine-reactive fluorophores and purified using HPLC. We utilized the fluorophores Atto 488 (Atto-tec), TMR (Invitrogen), Alexa 594 (Invitrogen), and Cy5 (GE). All probes sequences are given in Supplementary Table 1.

Fluorescent in situ hybridization and imaging

Hybridization and washes were carried out according to previously established protocols with slight modifications. We hybridized probes for >36 hours at 30°C, we used wash buffers ranging in formamide concentration from 0%–25%, and we used probe concentrations in the range of 0.05–2 µg/ml. Optimal washing conditions and probe concentrations were determined empirically for each gene. For cell cycle staining, we used the Click-iT EdU Alexa Fluor 594 imaging kit (Invitrogen) after the wash steps and included the Edu during cell trypsinization before collection. For each gene, we used an equal amount of probe for each allele-specific set. Z-stacks of images were taken with a Nikon Ti-E inverted fluorescence microscope equipped with a 100× oil-immersion objective and a Photometrics Pixis 1024B CCD (charge-coupled device) camera using MetaMorph software (Molecular Devices, Downington, PA). The image-plane pixel dimension was 0.13 µm and the Z spacing between planes was 0.3 µm.

Image analysis algorithm

To quantify allele-specific expression, our algorithm first finds all identification spots, and then determines the allele of the transcript by comparing the local intensities of the two allele-specific channels. To find identification spots, for each stack we fit all local maxima above a minimum threshold intensity to a Gaussian with an offset. The fitted positions are then connected with positions on adjoining stacks to form traces. The resulting traces are
manually filtered according to the fitted intensity and size given by the 2D fit for the plane with maximum intensity. The relative allele intensities are determined by fitting a Gaussian with an offset at the predicted spot location for each allele channel. Allele channels are aligned to the identification channel using TetraSpeck™ Microspheres, 0.2 µm (Invitrogen), and we take the maximum fitted value within 2 pixels in the xy-plane and 1 z-plane around the predicted location in order to account for small errors in channel alignment. Finally to assign the allele for each transcript, we then manually separate dots on a scatter plot including both allele intensities (Fig. 2a). For transcription site identification, we only included spots with a greater intensity than one intron in our analysis in order to distinguish transcription centers from non-degraded introns.

Characterization of error rate

The average error rate of dot assignment can be estimated by performing allele-specific experiments on cells lines that are known to express only either the 129 or Castaneus transcript variant. When we perform allele-specific FISH and analyze images through our algorithm pipeline, we find that a small percentage of dots are miss-assigned, giving us an average error rate for each transcript type ($x_{129}$ and $x_{Cas}$). The average of these two values is defined as the average correct assignment rate (Fig. 2b).

We also computed the error rate for individual dots with known relative intensities by comparing the local densities of the number of dots from cells expressing only 129 or Castaneus transcripts (Supplementary Fig. 8). To compute the local error, we divided the 2D relative intensity plot into boxes, and within each box we calculated the proportion of dots from the 129 ($p_{129}$) and Castaneus ($p_{Cas}$) expressing cells. We then assigned all dots within the box to the transcript type with a greater proportion and computed the local error rate to be

$$\frac{\min(p_{129}, p_{Cas})}{p_{129} + p_{Cas}}$$

Here, we assume that there is an overall equal chance for a transcript to be from the 129 or Castaneus allele. If this is not true, this assumption can be adjusted.

Correct probe binding estimation

We used mathFISH’s competitor analysis calculator to estimate the energy difference between correctly and incorrectly bound SNP-specific probes, and therefore the proportion of correctly bound probe.$^5$ For input conditions, we used 30°C as the temperature and 0.3 M as the salt concentration. For $Rlim$, we find that the differences in bound energy $\Delta \Delta G^c_1$, range from 1.1–5.8 kcal/mol. From these energy differences $\Delta \Delta G^c_1$, we can estimate the proportion of correctly bound probe to a SNP-specific probe site range by the equation $P_{\text{correct}} = (1 + \exp(-\Delta \Delta G^c_1))^{-1}$, if we use equal concentrations of SNP-specific probes. The values for $P_{\text{correct}}$ range from 0.87–1.00, with an average of 0.97, indicating that one SNP is enough for a high confidence determination of allele assignment (Supplementary Table 2).

Single cell quantification algorithm

We utilize the dot assignment error rates for each transcript type, $x_{129}$ and $x_{Cas}$, and the uncorrected single cell counts of transcript type, $n_{129}$ and $n_{Cas}$, to compute the maximum-likelihood estimate of the actual allele-specific transcript counts in single cells. The likelihood for each distribution of real transcript counts, $F(N_{129}, N_{Cas})$, with $N_{129} + N_{Cas} = N$ fixed, is given by the sum over all combinations of errors that can yield the resulting observed distribution of $n_{129}$ and $n_{Cas}$:
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The estimated actual counts, $N_{129,\text{max}}$ and $N_{\text{Cas, max}}$, are chosen to yield the maximum value of $F(N_{129}, N_{\text{Cas}})$. Here, we assume that the error in assignment for each transcript is independent. We have included the uncorrected single cell Nanog data (Supplementary Fig. 13a) to compare to the corrected data (Fig. 2c).

The 95% confidence interval can be estimated by including all values of $N_{129}$ above and below the maximum-likelihood value for which $-2\log[F(N_{129}, N_{\text{Cas}})/F(N_{129,\text{max}}, N_{\text{Cas, max}})] < \chi^2_{df=1, \alpha=0.05} = 3.84$ (Supplementary Fig. 13b).

**Supplementary Material**

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Allele-specific in situ detection of single mRNA molecules using SNP-specific probes
(a) Multiple short oligonucleotide probes each containing a SNP unique to the maternal or paternal allele are labeled with distinct dyes (b) Representative maximum intensity z-projections of Alexa 594 (top) and Cy5 (bottom), for cells that only express the variant in the 129 strain (left), only the Castaneus variant (middle), and both (right). Each strain-specific set contains 29 probes complementary to the x-chromosomal gene Yipf6. We circled computation identified spots and inferred true signal (solid), and noise (dashed) from the known absence or presence of the transcript type in each cell line. Scale bars, 5 µm.
Figure 2. Accurate allele-specific detection using identification probes
(a) Scatter plot of the quantified relative intensities of Alexa 594 and Cy5 for Rlim transcripts in cells that only express either the 129 transcript variant (magenta) or only the Castaneus transcript variant (green). The grey dashed line is the manual segmentation for allele-assignment. (b) The average correct assignments rates for Nanog (12 probes), Rlim (13 probes), Yipf6 (29 probes), and Fat1 (39 probes) quantified using (orange) and without using (blue) information from the “identification” channel. Data was averaged over n = 4 biological replicates, with 2 experiments each for cells expressing only Castaneus transcripts and cells expressing only 129 transcripts (except for Fat1 for which we lack an exclusively Castaneus expressing cell line). Error bars, 1 s.e.m. (c) Scatter plots of allele-specific Nanog mRNA expression for cells grown under serum and 2i conditions. (d) The distribution of bright transcription sites for Nanog in cells grown under serum and 2i conditions. (e) Box plots of allele-specific Nanog mRNA counts sorted according to the presence (on) or absence (off) of a bright transcription site for cells grown in 2i. Whiskers, 2.7 s.d. P values, Wilcoxon rank sum test. (f) Scatter plots for cells grown in 2i for all combinations of Nanog.
expressed from either the 129 allele or the Castaneus allele, and Chd4 expressed from either the 129 allele or the Castaneus allele.